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About This Game

With this game we try to challenge the player to finish the entire game with only 3 continues.

There are no save points so you have to make the entire run in one go.
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If you have friends (Or the internet) you can share cheat codes to skip some levels, but don't forget you will not get the
maximum amount of points and maybe not able to unlock certain achievements using cheat codes. The choice is yours.

With this game we're trying to get back to the old retro gaming age. Of course back in the time we didn't had Steam and it's
awesome features, so it's not completely back to the retro gaming age.

We try to make the game challenging as possible. Easy to learn to play, but you will need some skill to complete the game,
because the further you get in the game, the harder the challenges will be. At some point you will have less vision, or maybe

you're Blob will be upside-down.

Paying homage to games from the earliest days of video gaming, Blob From Out of Space is easy to play, but difficult to
complete 2D side scroller.

Blob is flying through space when his UFO gets shot down by a rocket and crash lands on an unknown planet. Blobs brother is
promptly captured by the planets evil leader and it's up to Blob to save him and to escape from the planet.

How the game plays is up to you. Each decision opens up a new path. Collecting diamonds opens up more choices, but with
them comes addition risk. With only 3 continues available and no save, risk is a bad thing! Discovered a cheat? Share it with

your friends, but use a cheat and you won’t get the maximum number of points. The choice is yours.

This game has:

Controller support

Local Co-op

Trading cards

Achievements

Special Blob powers
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Transform into enemies

Stick powers - slow down enemies

Wall jumping - jump against walls and jump again to reach places you were never able to reach without wall jumping

To make the game more challenging during the story we will be adding new gameplay features every update.

Gameplay features:

Over 100 levels including Dark levels (play with only a small amount of the screen visible); Vehicles levels (drive/fly a
vehicle and avoid explosions and bombs); Underwater levels (no jumping, but watch out for water creatures)

Great learning curve

Mini games - Diamond Rush and Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Challenge your friends in YOLO Mode

Play with friends in local co-op mode

Relaxing game modes:

Diamond Rush

Retro Blob (Puzzle game)

Based on community feedback, we will be delivering regular updates including upside-down levels.
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Title: Blob From Space
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
JosPlays
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2014
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8\/10 - very solid shooter! This is one of those rare games that can make you go "just ONE more try" for hours on end

I've waited for this game for a little over a year, and I'm glad it's finally out.
Im completely in love with the art style, albeit the music could have been a little better in my opinion, However, gameplay
mechanics and controls are pristine, and when you die, you know it's your own fault.

Regarding the difficulty, sure, it's difficult, but it's NOT in the "bullet hell"-category. The difficulty in this game comes from
figuring out patterns, rather than franticly avoiding bullets

VERY recommendable for shooter fans. The GEML route certainly caters towards the needs of drivers with decent
oppertunities to run all sorts of services from local commuter trains, fast expresses and even freight. When it first came out fps
issues weren't uncommon due to the limitations of TS being at 32bit but now with 64bit performance has certainly improved.
Straight out of the box you only get the Class 360 but other add-ons are available including several "Pro's" and to top it off these
are done by Armstrong Powerhouse so good quality is assured.The majority of passenger scenarios will run between London
Liverpool Street out to Ipswich covering 70 milles. Freight scenarios will make use of the branch towards Felixstowe with it's
container yard and docks.

For those that still want to make the best use of the GEML, Just Trains has a upgrade that add's scenery to the line between
towards Harwich from Manningtree provding another 11 miles including the freight yard at Harwich. For those interested here's
the link: https:\/\/www.justtrains.net\/product\/the-mayflower-line-geml-manningtree-harwich-upgrade

I enjoy the route alot so it's a 9\/10 from me.. A great puzzle platformer with some really clever puzzles.. I had fun tossing
myself around in zero g, and the first couple times I floated around an abandoned ship, looking for resources was actually
enjoyable. But when I started repeatedly seeing the same ships pop up and not even being able to scavenge without my ship
getting hit by rocks repeatedly, it went from “Oh man, my ship got hit! I need to hurry back!” to “Again? Really? Can’t I get a
moment to just scavenge these ships?”

It’s too easy to break even on food and oxygen even without putting much effort, and the only major goal you have is to build a
shuttle to escape which involves collecting a lot of resources in a fairly boring manner. If it was a game about trying to survive
by going around a bunch of ships, barely clinging on than it would be neat. Instead it’s a base building game where the base
building is too easy, and the method of getting resources is boring and repetitive.. Ye gods the soundtrack.
It's one of the things I loved about this game with it was new... now what tends to happen is either the concourse or in-flight
music locks up and nothing stops it, not even turning off the music.
So, you'll have to do without Johnny Williams' soundtrack. Good thing nobody likes that guy's music...

Otherwise, had an issue where my keyboard locked up totally and I couldn't even ctrl-alt-delete out. Completely frozen and
giving weird beeps for every keystroke. Besides those two fatal flaws, good game, works with my Windows 7 and my OG
Microsoft Precision Pro joystick.. If you were a fan of the old text based games, along with puzzle's and brain benders, then you
will like this game.
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The controls can be more responsive and balanced, it feels like I am flying a Blenheim that's equipped with heavy load
meanwhile I'm flying a Hurricane/Spitfire with just some MG's

The AI also needs fixes, the should be more polished

you know what else should be polished? The textures. They are beautiful but in an urgent need of some more refining.

I taught this would be the game to quench my need of some WW2 ariel combat (Besides War Thunder, it's just a cesspool now)
but I was greeted with a performance quite below my expectations. I know this game will get updated and refined but for now, I
don't think it is a completely playable game. It has potential but needs time to put that potential to plan.. Wholeomse puzzle
platformer - took a wee while to get going for me - perhaps just because I had played the original game, but I enjoyed it once it
did.. Bought this game when it was on sale. I have tried to play it many times. It always crashes within a few minutes of starting
a game. I have no idea if the game is any good because it is simply unplayable. It does not appear that the company has any clue
how to fix the game crashes as this game has been plagued by them since release.. I highly recommend this game to anyone who
enjoys card games. Both the art and music are beautiful, and the basis of the game is very unique. The developer is very open,
honest, and passionate about making the game all it can be. To him, it isn't just about creating a game, it is about a creating a
friendly, helpful community around the game.

A HUGE plus is once purchased, you own everything, there are no in-game microtransactions. Though some may not mind
them, paying real money for virtual items just seems foolish to me, especially as they can add up fast. That is simply my own
opinion, but I'm a casual gamer to begin with. When I see microtransactions, I think "another way to milk money out of
customers". Wolfgang is VERY animate that such a model will never be a part of this game, and given his straightforward
nature, I have no doubt that is the truth.

Having purchased many Early Access games, I know what a gamble they can be. However, in this particular situation, I believe
the odds are very much in favor of success. Even in its current state, the game feels well designed and stable. This game is a far
cry from some very pre-alpha games on Steam that I can safely say, will almost certainly end up abandoned. Development is
very active and I am very eager to see this game evolve into something the just blows me away even more!

In addition to all the above, the price is extremely reasonable for what one is receiving. Though I am not even close to mastering
the game mechanics yet, I'm very excited about this game, the developer's mindset, and the final product! Once again, I highly
recommend purchasing this game in its current state, and being a part of helping Wolfgang reach his goal of creating something
truly unique and enjoyable!. After a long day it is an absolute pleasure to invest my hard earned dolla into the next generation of
aspiring strippers, I have no trouble spending 3 minutes to an hour per level, loving the deep dialogues and super immersive
story line. Highly recommended for anyone looking to get into the trade! would throw cash at humans again

#WouldPayFor3DVirtualRealityDLC
#MyWifeLeftMe
#Bewbs4Lyf. Let me start out by saying this game is mostly for Doers. If you like to play Minecraft and consider yourself pretty
handy when it comes to building stuff (especially houses) then this is your game. In other words: Having a creative mind helps.
The sky is practically the limit with this game in terms of building and doing whatever you want. Though, it can be a bit
overwhelming at first with all the projects coming at you.
Villagers have quests for you and the more you do for them the closer friends you become etc...
You get mailboxes from the Mayor that are for future residents that you place down and lists what you need to make the house.
(This will take awhile, I personally chose to go on creative mode for buildings.)
There are festivals, fish, bugs, seeds, food and work stations that have you craft certain items.
That's about all I have for now, i'm on a new world because it has been awhile since I've played and there were a lot of
updates--Which is a major Pro to this game, seeing as how the developers are very committed to updating the game.

-P.S. Mods make life easier and more entertaining if you so choose to browse the Workshop.
. If Konami's Track & Field, Hyper Sports and Combat School had had a baby, it would've been called Super Sportmatchen!

If you ever enjoyed any of those games back in the arcades, then you'll love this. Needs more events, though.
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I hope the game is a success - it deserves to stand out in the pit of 'Steam Slop'.... Shannon Tweed's Attack Of The Groupies
Rating: 6/10

This is a Plant vs Zombies clone, only with ladies and money trees. That's basically it. Cheesy all the way with bad graphics,
annoying rock music and an irritating upgrade system (you have to pause the game to upgrade your things) but why do I keep on
playing it? It's got *something*, like that radio song you don't like but you still hum it. That's what this game is like.

Mindless fun if you don't think too much.
. Basically just a free visualiser to go with your own music. Problem is that other than blocks that move back and forth, the
backgrounds aren't really in sync or dependent on your music at all, and while they fit a frantic techno beat, they seem really out
of place when it comes to easy listening music or music like 'wheels on the bus go round and round'.

Also because of the intense amount of flashing lights, I have serious concerns for people who suffer with epilepsy since I could
see no public warning on the Steam page or inside the game direct.

The game gives you two modes. First \u2018Arcade\u2019 which requires you to move left and right targeting blocks with an
automatic firing system. Technically if you just leave the computer running for 3 hrs you will earn enough coinage to buy all the
modifications (extra video backgrounds, lighting, FX). This will further reward you with the one achievement which comes with
the game. For other gamers who want to actually do something, a second mode called \u2018dodge\u2019 is offered, which
requires you to come close, but not hit, the blocks travelling towards you. With every block you come near too you are rewarded
with 7 coins, with every block you hit, you will lose 25 coins. The speed of the blocks travelling towards you are also in sync
with the speedy beat of the particular music you are listening too.

Personally not too impressed with this. It's a concept, idea which never really went anywhere. Nobly Mathew Brown saw this
fact and offered the product for free and instead started concentrating on the Hexcell niche where he has progressed his
expertise.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Y3ufSWcHLrg

Thumbs up only because it works.... Been playing this series since the first version. About as high quality a sim as you'll find.
Highly recommend this and the upcoming version.
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